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HAPPY NEW YEAR! The Lake Merritt Institute looks forward to it’s 26
th

 

year working together with YOU to clean our amazing and 

beautiful LAKE MERRITT.  We begin the new year with beautiful 

Measure DD improvements, an enthusiastic LMI staff and loyal team 

of volunteers who clean the Lake each Tuesday and 

Saturday morning, renewed scientific interest in our Lake 

and partnership with Lake Merritt Advocates, the new 

coalition of organizations serving the community at Lake 

Merritt
1
.  

Please put volunteering to clean the Lake on your list of New Year’s 

Resolutions. And it’s always a great time to become a supporting 

member of LMI.
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LOVE YOUR LAKE! 

  

JAN. 24
TH

 MEETING  TO DISCUSS FUTURE OF THE ROTARY NATURE CENTER!     
The Rotary Nature Center closed on March 17

th
 2017 for cleaning, according to 

the Department of Parks and Recreation. In the intervening nine months, citizens 

and naturalists have been concerned about the fate of the historic guardian of the 

Wildlife Refuge
3-4

.  Nicholas Williams, the new Director of OP &R, extends an 

invitation to the community to discuss the re-opening the RNC. Thank you to 

OP&R for this opportunity to give input. 
 

 “Join us in the new year, along with our partners and other community 
members to talk about the re-opening of RNC at our Meet & Greet on 
Wednesday, January 24, 2018, 6:30pm to 8:00pm, at the Sailboat House, 
located at 568 Bellevue Avenue.”  - Director Williams 

January 1, 2018; photo by Julia Kho 

Joel Peter of Weed Warriors led a tour of the re-opened Lake Merritt Channel walkway under 10th Street. 10/28/17 

The Rotary Nature Center has been 

closed for 9 months; Photo taken 

Dec. 30, 2017, K. Noonan 



 

 

RAIN AND TRASH GO TOGETHER 
2017 was a record-breaking wet year, providing some relief from the drought of 2012-2015.  A downside 

of that was the expected flushing out of the Oakland’s storm drains which had been accumulating detritus 

over the past five years. 

The chart below shows the 

relationship between 

rainfall and trash.  

 

A total of 26,480 pounds 

of trash were collected by 

LMI this year. From 

October-December 2017, 

LMI collected 6,080 

pounds of trash. By 

comparison, in 2013, 

during the great drought, 

only 5,140 lbs. of trash 

were collected in the same 

three months, and in 2015, 

5,310 lbs. were collected. 

(2014, which included the 

epic “stormageddon” of 

Dec. 11, 2014 saw 6,080 

pounds of trash removed 

from September to 

December).
5
   

 

It should be noted that the pounds of trash depends on the effort, or numbers of volunteer-hours, as well as 

the amount of trash in the lake. A lot of trash is collected every month despite the rain – especially at the 

amphitheater beach - and some items like tires and sodden sleeping bags contribute extra weight. 

 

Last December was the exception among 2017 months. It was unusually dry (0.09 inches of rain compared to 

average of 3.66 inches). Meteorologists predict that 2018 may be a return to warm, dry weather, definitely 

the climatic trend.
6
 Whatever the weather, we can be sure that Lake Merritt depends on the stewardship of 

people like YOU to keep the lake beautiful and healthy for people and wildlife. 

 
SALUTE OUR DECEMBER VOLUNTEERS!  Redwood Day School, Upward Roots and Saint 

Paul’s Episcopal School, U-Clean-It self-organized teams, and LMI A-TEAM regulars. We appreciate their 

efforts and community spirit immensely!   Photos of the groups are below in the email edition, which is 

linked online at lakemerritt.org. 

 

 

 

 
 

  
Tuesdays – Saturdays 10am – 3pm 

 

LMI IN DECEMBER:  1,140 lbs. of trash were removed from the lake in December totaling 

26,480 pounds total in 2017! 
LMI Director James Robinson and LMI Staff hosted 110  volunteers and made two educational 

presentations. (0.09” rain)  

 

 

LMI will be supporting Oakland Public Works for MARTIN LUTHER KING Jr. 

DAY of SERVICE! To participate, sign in at the Lake Merritt Boating Center  at 568 

Bellevue Ave in Lakeshore Park at  9 a.m.  

 



 

Creative Exploration in Art and Sciences at the Junior Art and Science Center 
 

Lake Merritt, in the heart of urban Oakland, offers a unique focus for 

enrichment programs for Oakland’s young people -- and an opportunity 

for them to make connections to the natural world.  Last month, The 

Tidings visited the Junior Art and Science Center at 558 Bellevue Ave in 

Lakeside Park to see what is happening there for youth.  
 

The Center’s new Executive Director Dominique Enriquez graciously 

provided a tour of the Center’s beautifully inter-connected spaces – 

indoor and outdoor – that support its integrated science and art mission.  

 

 

Creative exploration is encouraged at the JA&SC through all of its classes, 

workshops, and exhibitions. The programs serve families with children and 

kids 5-17 years old with a sliding payment scale that leaves no one out. In the 

animal room children are guided to interact with live animals from around the 

world by docents and age-appropriate hands-on exhibits and information.  It is 

popular with all ages! The reading room 

overlooking the lake is tranquil and yet inviting. 

“Lab” rooms host classes in science, technology 

and art featuring inquiry, problem-solving, skill-building and innovation for 

participants. The STEAM Lab for 8-10 year olds integrates art into 

exploration of electricity, engineering, physics and chemistry. Classes are 

small and provide a nurturing environment for students to build confidence 

and collaborative skills. 
 

 

On Saturdays, the Junior Center offers Science Saturday from 10 am -12 pm which will explore Lake 

Merritt as part of its curriculum! The teachers Gary and Keith will examine water quality with their classes. 

LMI looks forward to their monitoring the water by the bird islands!  To enroll in programs for the Winter 

Session, which still have some spots, go to http://www.juniorcenter.org or call (510) 389-5777).  

 

Ray* of Hope –  Lake Merritt Channel Spared - The World Moves Forward (without 

U.S.)! 
… in honor of late Tidings Editor. Ray* Perman 
 

Lake Merritt Channel Spared – A contentious community debate over placing a 

major league stadium on the banks of the Lake Merritt Channel came to an abrupt 

end on December 6
th

 when the Peralta Community Colleges Board severed talks 

with the Oakland A’s. The many grass-roots community groups that opposed the 

Peralta site for the stadium on behalf of the birds, the Wildlife Refuge, Measure DD 

improvements, and human communities deserve credit and thanks for their 

determination and dedication.
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The Planet Summit - Although President Trump has declared that he will pull the United States out of the 

2015 U.N. Paris Climate Accord, the rest of the world is moving forward to implement its important goals. 

At the One Planet Summit on December 13
th

, the World Bank announced on that it will no longer finance 

upstream oil and gas after 2019, in response to the threat posed by climate change.  That means it will no 

longer fund projects for exploration for fossil fuels or their extraction. In the spirit of the Paris Accord, poor 

nations will be helped to move toward renewable fuel sources as quickly as possible.
14, 15

 

 

Junior Art & Science Center Director 

Dominique Enriquez 

Director Enriquez displays 

student project on plants. 

Class field trip to the Junior Center 



 

Throng of Featherless Bipeds at Lake Merritt 
–Hilary Powers – Golden Gate Audubon Society 

The most notable sight at the December 4th-Wednesday Golden Gate Audubon bird walk was the number of 

walkers: somewhere north of fifty, a record for the dozen-year-old event, showed up at the dome cage. At 

least a third were first-time birders, too, delighted with a quick intro to the mysteries of binocular use and the 

correct setup for wearers of glasses and those who rely on naked eyes.* 
 

Numbers of feathered bipeds mostly continued low. We saw only a few hundred scaup 

(drakes with white wings, black heads, and gray 

backs; ducks all brown with white mustaches) 

instead of a few thousand, and none at all in the 

scavenger flock between the nature center and 

the nearest island. One Western Grebe (the big 

white-necked model with the mustard yellow 

beak) instead of fifty - though that was better 

than last year's showing of zero - and the 

Canvasbacks (notable for their ski-jump beak profile) and 

Buffleheads (tiny drakes black and white; ducks as usual all brown, 

with a white almond-shaped mark behind the eye) were also relatively 

scarce. All the Double-crested Cormorants were gone, and we also missed out on the big white Great Egrets 

and the tiny (and not particularly green) Green Herons. 
 

On the other hand, the Ruddy Ducks (all brown at this season) and the Common 

Goldeneyes (white and black drakes with a full moon mark on the cheek; ducks 

brown and gray) were there in more or less traditional numbers - lots of the 

former and ten or a dozen of the latter, and some of the walkers were lucky 

enough to see one female Barrow's Goldeneye that hadn't yet retreated to the 

Laney channel as the (always rare) species tend to do by late December. Small 

grebes - Pied-billed, Eared, and Horned - were as numerous as in former years (or 

more so, in the case of the Horned Grebes, which look like miniature Westerns, 

though that amounted to seeing five or six instead of only one), and the 

American Coots (black with startling white beaks) were out in their expected 

horde. We did see several of the (relatively) small white Snowy Egrets, a dozen 

or so Black-crowned Night-Herons (of all ages from stripy juveniles to natty gray-suited adults), and one 

Great Blue Heron, which perched for a while on the near island and then flew majestically off to one of the 

far islands and disappeared into the bushes. 
 

In the trees and garden, the numbers of birds were more normal. We saw most of the usual suspects, plus a 

Hermit Thrush (not seen in December since 2013, or at all since 2015) and a Fox Sparrow (which we started 

to see only this year, after no appearances at all since before 2009). The latter treated the twenty or so  

walkers who reached the garden to a real show of its favorite foraging technique: a double-footed jump and 

scratch through leaf litter that inspired one of the group to mutter, "He looks like he's having an epileptic 

attack!" 

But it was a good day for the Fox Sparrow and a good day for all the walkers, who 

collectively saw forty-five species of birds and enjoyed a pleasantly glare-free overcast 

tour of the lake shore followed by sun in the garden. All in all, it was a typical day for 

Lake Merritt, where every day.... 
 

* Glasses = do nothing. No glasses = raise the eye relief on each side. 

 

AUDUBON BIRDWALKS AT THE LAKE:  Join bird expert Hilary Powers any fourth Wednesday of the 

month for a free “Birdwalk” at the lake.  Muster at the geodesic bird cage near the Nature Center at 9:30 a.m. 

for what are always fascinating introductions to lake birdlife.*** 

Sleeping Ruddy Duck feeds at 

night. Photo T.Iwani, iNat 

@Gordon E. Robertson 

Greater Scaups; Photo by J.Kirkmire 

Horned Grebe; Wikipedia 

Hermit Thrush 



 

“SCIENCE, COURTS, AND THE FOSSIL FUEL COMPANIES” 

A Guest Editorial by Dr. Richard Bailey 
 

We all hope that management of Lake Merritt will be dictated by regulations based on sound science, and 

backed up by impartial courts.  After all, how would the Lake look without the Clean Water Act, and legal 

decisions which declared trash, low oxygen and other ailments should be controlled for the benefit of us all?  

But that is changing. If you don’t believe it, consider the following. 
 

Recently, the George Mason University’s Law and Economics center sponsored a free dinner and seminars 

for judges to help them better scrutinize evidence used to defend government regulations.  The science 

instructor was Louis Cox, who has consulted for the American Petroleum Institute, “which spent millions to 

dispute the cancer-causing properties of benzene, an ingredient in gasoline, and is now working to question 

the science on smog-causing ozone. He’s also testified on behalf of the chemical industry and done research 

for the tobacco giant Philip Morris.” To me, it doesn’t sound like he might be the best source of information 

for a judge.  
 

But this was not the first such symposium.  The Center for Public Integrity “claims to have trained more than 

5,000 state and federal judges, including three sitting supreme court justices. Almost 1,000 state attorneys 

general and their staff attorneys have attended its programs.” Who funds these seminars? As stated in the 

Watergate scandal; follow the money.  “Over the past two years, roughly $4.5m of $18.6m in contributions 

to the George Mason University Law & 

Economics Center came from oil and gas 

interests, including Koch Industries, 

ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil and API, which 

represents more than 650 corporations.” Do they 

have the best interests of our environment in 

mind, or just profits?  
  
What kinds of things did the judges learn at the 

recent symposium? An organizer of the 

conference is quoted as saying “Even the best 

science is not capable of yielding normative 

judgments about whether something is necessarily good or bad, safe or dangerous, etc.” Oh, so a scientist 

specializing in toxicity cannot determine if a toxin is good, bad, safe, or dangerous?  Who should determine 

that – a lobbyist?   
 

Why is this important?  The conference “was the first of several seminars designed to promote “skepticism” 

of scientific evidence among likely candidates for the 140-plus federal judgeships Donald Trump will fill 

over the next four years.” “Senate Republicans have embraced the chance to fill a glut of (court) vacancies, 

helping Trump install more conservative judges and potentially transform the legal landscape for decades to 

come. Once confirmed, a federal judge can serve for life, presiding over an average of 500 to 600 cases a 

year.” One hopes that Lake Merritt’s waters will not be part of a case that comes before a judge trained in 

such things as alternate facts. Maybe you will think about that the next time you are tempted to buy gas from 

ExxonMobil.  

 

Get the email edition of The Tidings and enjoy color images, references for newsletter 

articles and more!– Check out the Calendar at lakemerritt.org for community events at the 

Lake! 

  

Cartoon by Blair Thorson 

EDITOR:  Katie Noonan-“The Tidings” is published by the Lake Merritt Institute (LMI) entirely with private funding donated to 

LMI, and not with funds from the City of Oakland.  To contribute to LMI, use PayPal at the LMI website (lakemerrittinstitute.org) 

or send a check to: Lake Merritt Institute, 568 Bellevue Ave., Oakland, CA  94610-5026.  LMI is a California State non-profit 

corporation; IRS Code 501(c)(3):  EIN 94-3214160 

Comments and contributed articles are welcome. Please feel free to contact me directly: “ktnoon@aol.com"  
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King Tide at the Lake  

 
“King Tide” is a colloquial term for the highest tides of the year. 

Twice-daily tides at Lake Merritt are caused by the gravitational 

pull of the moon and the sun and the rotation of the earth. Local 

tides are also affected by land formations, and relative location 

on Earth. 
 

The moon follows an elliptical orbit around the earth every lunar 

month. When it is closest to the earth it is at its perigee. The 

earth follows an elliptical orbit around the sun and when it is 

closest to the sun it is at perihelion.  When both the moon and 

the sun are closest to earth and in alignment, their force combine 

to create King Tides https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_tide 

 

King Tides occured along the California coast on January 1
st
 and 

2
nd

 in 2018.  The photo above shows high tide at the Lake Meritt 

Boating Center dock on December 30
th

 two days before the 

official King Tide. The high water level indicates that the tide 

gates were open allowing tidal flushing of the lake. LMI 

continues to assist Oakland Public Works in following water 

levels in Lake Merritt. 

 

The California King Tides Project helps people visualize how 

sea level rise will impact their lives.  Via smartphones and 

social media, citizens document “king tides” – the highest high 

tides of today, which will be the average water levels of the 

future.  

 

Our shores are constantly being altered by human and natural processes and sea level rise will exacerbate 

these changes.  King Tides images offer a living record of the changes to our coasts and shorelines and a 

glimpse of what our daily tides may look like in the future as a result of sea level rise.  

http://california.kingtides.net/   
 

Andrew and Magdalene Wong Commemorative Plaque Restored 
 

The beautiful plaque in English and Mandarin honoring Andrew K. C. and Magdalene Wong’s donation of 

aeration fountains to Lake Merritt had become weather-worn over eighteen years at Bandstand Beach. LMI 

Director James Robinson and his staff  restored it in December to near brand-new. Thank you to the Staff 

and thank you to the Wong’s for their enduring legacy of stewardship of our lake. 

 
 

 

.    

High tide at LMBC on December 30th 2017          

If this were an average high tide, the LMBC would 

be under water a lot of the time!  

1999 plaque in honor of Andrew K. C. and Magdalene Wong was restored to near-original luster by 

James and LMI Staff.  Photos by James Robinson.  

Tidal marsh between 10th and 12th Streets on Jan 

2nd 2018; photo by Joel Peter 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_tide
http://california.kingtides.net/


THANK YOU TO OUR DECEMBER VOLUNTEERS! 
Redwood Day School, Upward Roots and Saint Paul’s Episcopal School. 

We appreciate your efforts and community spirit immensely! Great Job! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Redwood Day School – 4
th

 Grade 

Upward Roots St. Paul’s Episcopal Middle School  

Students test the water with their teacher, Ryan 

Faulkner. St. Paul’s students clean the lake every week 

as part of their community service and curriculum.  
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CLIMATE CORNER: 

Quotes are from:  
8
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environment?utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=GU+Today+USA+-

+Collections+2017&utm_term=257011&subid=9777928&CMP=GT_US_collection 

 

Cartoon by: Blair Thorson  
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https://www.blogger.com/profile/11252528027261367904 

 

 

KING TIDES at LM 

http://california.kingtides.net/ 

http://california.kingtides.net/featured-photos-by-county-alameda/ 

 

The highest high Tide on Dec 30 was 7 ft at 9 a.m. at Oakland Inner Harbor. Adding an hour and 30 minutes to 

reach the lake, it would be max at about 10:30 and I took photo at 11:22 

 

Oakland Inner Harbor 

Jan. 1, 2018 

high time / height 10:28 AM / 7.75' 

low time / height 5:30 PM / -1.84' 

Jan. 2, 2018 

high time / height 11:17 AM / 7.72' 

low time / height 6:17 PM / -1.93' 
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